An Unusual Chromosomal Aberration in a Case of Chediak-Higashi Syndrome
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Chediak-Higashi syndrome which appears to be a lysosomal disease (Douglas and Fudenberg, 1969; White, 1966) is characterized by partial albinism, photophobia, recurrent infections, hepatosplenomegaly, and a distinctive leucocyte anomaly (Chediak, 1952; Higashi, 1954). Available genetic and fine structural studies suggest that the condition is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait (Sadan et al., 1965; Douglas, Blume, and Wolff, 1969). Chromosome studies have been done in a few cases, but as expected have not shown any significant numerical chromosomal abnormalities (Kritzler et al., 1964; Rosenszajn et al., 1969). The condition does not seem to be confined to a particular population group, since patients with this syndrome have been reported from various parts of the world.

The purpose of this communication is to report a case of Chediak-Higashi syndrome from Turkey, in which chromosome studies revealed an unexpected and unusual abnormality in the form of partial monosomy for a G group chromosome (45,XY,G−/46,XY/46,XY,Gr).

**Physical examination.** The patient's height was 92 cm. (10th centile), weight 14·5 kg. (50th centile), and head circumference 49 cm. (75th centile). He was pale, and acutely ill. His hair was light-coloured, in contrast to his parents’ dark hair. The skin was dry, with slight desquamation, and there was horizontal nystagmus and photophobia in both eyes, which also had an antimongoloid slant. Other pertinent clinical findings included an enlarged left submandibular lymph node (2×1 cm. in size), and multiple slightly enlarged lymph nodes over the axillary and inguinal areas. The liver was palpable 2·5 and the spleen 3 cm. below the costal margins. Chest x-ray revealed pneumonia.

**Laboratory findings.** Routine haematological studies showed the patient's haemoglobin to be 7·8 g./100 ml., haematocrit 26%, WBC 8600/cu. mm., and reticulocyte count, 10·2%. Peripheral smears revealed hypochromia, anisocytosis, polychromasia, and poikilocytosis, and there were abundant thrombocytes. The most interesting finding was the presence of discrete
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**Case Report**

A 3-year-old boy was referred to us by his local physician with a history of recurrent infections of unknown aetiology (Fig. 1). His past history revealed that he had had an infection associated with a rash which was diagnosed as scarlet fever approximately one year previously, since when he had been treated for multiple episodes of diarrhoea and tonsillitis. Two weeks before his referral he was found to have enlarged submandibular and cervical glands associated with high fever and weight loss. The mother was 29 and the father 36 years of age, and there was no consanguinity between them. His 3-month-old brother was reported to be in good health. A detailed family history revealed the presence of other members (with and without fair hair) who had photophobia.
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azurophilic inclusion bodies of various sizes in the cytoplasm of the lymphocytes as well as the polymorphonuclear leucocytes (Fig. 2). They were frequently round and occasionally irregular in shape. Repeated bone-marrow examinations revealed erythroid hyperplasia and eosinophilia, in addition to the inclusion bodies described above, in the lymphoid and myeloid cells. There were also many young myeloid cells with numerous vacuoles (Fig. 3), and smears obtained by splenic punctures revealed cells with similar inclusion bodies. No inclusions could be seen in the blood smears obtained from the parents, two grandparents, or a maternal aunt.

**Cytogenetic investigations.** Chromosome studies of the patient and his parents were made using cultures of peripheral blood, for which a modification of Moorhead et al.'s method (1960) was used. The chromosomes in 102 metaphase plates were counted and analysed, and in 19 of them a small acrocentric chromosome from the G group was missing. In all these latter plates, the Y chromosome could be clearly identified by its well-known morphological characteristics.

In a further 17 metaphase plates a minute ring chromosome, replacing a G chromosome, was present (Fig. 4). The remaining 62 plates showed 46 chromosomes, none of which had any structural abnormalities. An additional 4 plates showed inconsistent abnormalities. Chromosome studies of the parents revealed no abnormalities (Table I).

**Discussion**

Until recently, inborn autosomal monosomy in man was considered to be incompatible with life. The first case of complete monosomy for
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**Fig. 2.** Peripheral blood. (x 1250.)

**Fig. 3.** Bone-marrow. A cell with multiple inclusion bodies. (x 1250.)
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Fig. 4. Karyotypes showing a minute ring chromosome from group 21–22 (above) and a chromosome missing from the same group (below).
chromosome 21–22 in peripheral blood cultures was described by Thorburn and Johnson (1966). This was followed by another report by Al-Aish et al. (1967) describing a 41-year-old girl who had complete monosomy for a G group chromosome, not only in the peripheral blood lymphocytes but also in the bone-marrow and skin fibroblasts. Earlier, Lejeune et al. (1964) published their findings of multiple congenital malformations in a patient whose chromosomes revealed mosaicism for a monosomy 21–22 chromosome. A large proportion of cells lacked a G group chromosome, while the others showed a deleted chromosome 21–22 in the form of a ring chromosome. In view of the peculiar downward slant of this patient’s eyes, and other findings that were the opposite of those seen in Down’s syndrome, the term ‘antimongolism’ was assigned to this newly discovered entity, and several patients with similar phenotype have since been described (Penrose, 1966; Thorburn and Johnson, 1966; Reisman et al., 1966; Al-Aish et al., 1967; R. C. Hindle, 1969, personal communication to Challacombe and Taylor, 1969; and Endo, 1969). Present case.

The varying clinical features associated with a G group chromosome deficiency can easily be explained by the fact that the deficiencies observed may actually involve a different member of the G group of chromosomes. Likewise, even cases with deletions of the same chromosome may differ from one another, since the amount of deleted material, and the part of the chromosome involved, may not be the same. It may also be of interest to note that for the patients with a ring chromosome the possibility exists of a monosomy for some genetic material, while some of the genes are in double dose as a result of the misdivision which is observed in these chromosomes.

Some of the clinical features seen in our patient resembled those first described by Lejeune et al. (1964). These include an antimongoloid slant of the eyes, relatively big ears, prominent root of nose, delayed physical growth, and slight mental retardation. The presence of other clinical and laboratory findings typical of the syndrome described by Chediak and Higashi is, of course, of further interest. Since it is generally accepted that this syndrome is inherited as an autosomal recessive
trait, and also that the chromosome studies of these patients have so far revealed no similar abnormalities, it is quite likely that the unusual chromosomal abnormality seen in our case is coincidental, though in a recent study chromatid and chromosomal breakages, elongated chromosomes, and heteropycnotic gaps were found (Rosenzajn et al., 1969). On the other hand, it should be emphasized that only a few cases of Chediak-Higashi syndrome have been investigated for chromosome abnormalities, and detailed reports on leucocyte morphology in patients with antimongolism are lacking. For this reason it is hoped that our paper will prompt other workers to report whether or not any relation exists between the loss of genetic material from a G group chromosome and the clinical and laboratory findings seen in patients with Chediak-Higashi syndrome.

Finally it should be remembered that patients with this condition have a high incidence of lymphoreticular malignancy, and acquired monosomy G has been reported in acute myeloblastic leukaemia (Sandberg et al., 1964), in the terminal stage of the Di Guglielmo syndrome (Castoldi et al., 1968), and in a case of refractory sideroblastic anaemia with leukemic transformation (Silberman and Krmpotic, 1969). This indicates that follow-up of our case would be of interest to see whether or not malignant transformation occurs at an early age.

**Summary**

A 3-year-old boy with Chediak-Higashi syndrome is described. Chromosomal analyses interestingly revealed a partial monosomy of the chromosome 21. The possible aetiological significance of this unusual chromosome aberration is discussed.
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